
 

 
 
 
 
Selective Translation of 
Social Footprint Details 
 
 
Language of original: 
 

 
Translation number: 
 

English 0598/3 
 
Type of document: 
 
Power bill 
 
Name(s): 
 
A.1 SMITH and A.1 SMITH 
 
Address: 
 
PO Box 1234, A Street, A Place 1234, New Zealand 
 
Telephone number: 
 
[not stated] 
 
Issuing company: 
 
Genesis Power Limited 
 
Date of issue: 
 

 
Issuing company's address: 
 

27 January 2012 Private Bag 3131, Waikato Mall Centre, Hamilton 3240,  
New Zealand 

 
Other information: 
 
Number: 123 456 7890. 
1Initial stated only. 
 
Translation issued in Wellington, New Zealand on 28 August 2015. 
 
This is a correct translation of the essential particulars of the attached document.  
It does not establish the authenticity of the original or the correctness of the statements therein. 

Comment [SGM1]: The language o  
the original document must always b  
stated in this field. If the document is  
several languages, please list the 
language(s) that you used to complet  
the translation. 

Comment [SGM2]: Mr and Ms Sm  
are getting 5 documents translated as 
part of this job. The source file is title  
0598_3.pdf. Accordingly the translati  
number is 0598/ 3 (don't forget to 
replace the underscore with a slash!)  

Comment [SGM3]: List all the nam  
that the bill is addressed to, but don't 
include the titles Mr, Mrs, Ms, Dr etc  
Surnames should always be in upper 
case if you are sure that they are 
surnames. 

Comment [SGM4]: The document 
doesn't specifically state that 'A Place   
in New Zealand, but it is implicit 
knowledge. Genesis Power Ltd only 
provides power in New Zealand, and 
all the other details point to a New 
Zealand address. 

Comment [SGM5]: The official nam  
of the company is Genesis Power 
Limited. Genesis Energy is their trad  
name. 

Comment [SGM6]: For a utility bil  
the date of issue is the date on which 
the account was drawn. 

Comment [SGM7]: It's always a go  
idea to include a number of some sor   
it helps the immigration or citizenshi  
officer to ascertain that the translatio  
matches the original. 

Comment [SGM8]: When a section  
the name is abbreviated – usually firs  
names – please make sure to add a n  
mentioning that. 
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